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Abstract—The increasing complexity of system-on-chip (SOC) integrated circuits has spurred the development of versatile automatic

test equipment (ATE) that can simultaneously drive different channels at different data rates. Examples of such ATEs include the

Agilent 93000 series tester based on port scalability and the test processor-per-pin architecture and the Tiger system from Teradyne.

The number of tester channels with high data rates may be constrained in practice, however, due to ATE resource limitations, the

power rating of the SOC, and scan frequency limits for the embedded cores. Therefore, we formulate the following optimization

problem: Given two available data rates for the tester channels, an SOC-level test access mechanism (TAM) width W , an upper limit V

ðV < W Þ on the number of channels that can transport test data at the higher data rate, determine an SOC TAM architecture that

minimizes the testing time. We present an efficient heuristic algorithm for TAM optimization that exploits port scalability of ATEs to

reduce SOC testing time and test cost. We present experimental results for the ITC ’02 SOC test benchmarks and investigate the

impact of dual-speed TAM architectures on power consumption during testing for one of these benchmarks.

Index Terms—Full-chip testing, SOC testing, test scheduling, test access mechanism, dual-speed TAM, TAM optimization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in CMOS technology have led to a
significant increase in the complexity of system-on-chip

(SOC) integrated circuits. In order to address the test

requirements of complex SOCs, automatic test equipment
(ATE) vendors have recently announced a new class of

testers that can simultaneously drive different channels at

different data rates. Examples of such ATEs include the

Agilent 93000 series tester based on port scalability and the

test processor-per-pin architecture [1] and the Tiger system

from Teradyne [3] in which the data rate can be increased

through software for selected pin groups to match SOC test

requirements. However, the number of tester channels with
high data rates may be constrained in practice due to ATE

resource limitations, the power rating of the SOC, and scan

frequency limits for the embedded cores. Optimization

techniques are therefore needed to ensure that the high

data-rate tester channels are efficiently used during SOC

testing.
Modular testing of the embedded cores in an SOC can

simplify the complex problems of test access and applica-

tion [5]. For modular testing, an embedded core is isolated

from the surrounding logic using a test wrapper and a test

access mechanism (TAM) is designed to deliver test data

from the I/O pins of the SOC and propagate test responses

from core terminals to chip pins. This approach facilitates

the reuse of precomputed tests for individual cores and

partitions the SOC for test; thus, the test methodology
follows the modular design process.

Modular testing also lends itself well to the use of port
scalable testers for dual-speed testing of SOCs. In port
scalable testers, every port of the tester can be configured at
a desired data rate, where each port typically consists of
multiple channels [2]. Each channel of the tester connects
directly to an on-chip TAM wire; the total number of
channels used is equal to the total TAM width of the SOC.
The group of TAM wires connected to the same port
operate at the same scan data rate. In our scenario of dual-
speed testing, the lower-speed TAM wires are connected to
channels of the ports that are configured at the lower scan
data rate, while the higher-speed TAM wires are connected
to channels of ports that are configured at the higher data
rate. More than one port may be configured at one of the
two data rates depending on the number of available high-
speed and low-speed TAM wires.

A number of methods for TAM design [5], [4], [6], TAM
optimization, and test scheduling [7], [11] for modular test
have been presented in the literature. TAMs have been
designed based on direct access to cores multiplexed onto
the existing SOC pins [12], reuse of the on-chip system bus
[4], utilization of transparent paths through and/or around
neighboring modules [13], [14], and utilization of bridge
elements such as multiplexers and tristate buffers, and
isolation rings around cores [15]. Recently, the most popular
techniques appear to be dedicated, scalable TAMs such as
Test Bus [6] and TestRail [5]. We focus our attention on the
Test Bus model in this paper. Power-constrained test
scheduling has also been studied in the literature [8], [9],
[10], [11], [29]. These methods focus on the optimization of
SOC power together with the optimization of overall SOC
test time. In [9] and [10], the power profiles of the
embedded cores are considered for the optimization of
SOC power and SOC test time.
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The problem of designing a TAM architecture and
determining a test schedule to minimize the SOC testing
time has been shown in the literature to be NP-hard.
Therefore, a number of efficient heuristic techniques have
been developed for TAM optimization [7], [16], [17], [18],
[19]. However, in all these methods, it is assumed that, at
any instant in time, the ATE provides test stimuli to the
SOC at a single data rate. As a result, existing optimization
techniques cannot readily exploit the availability of simul-
taneous multiple data transfer speeds from the ATE to the
SOC. In this work, we focus on the problem of designing an
optimized TAM architecture that can benefit from the
availability of port scalability in ATEs.

We extend the heuristic approach based on rectangle
packing that was presented in [17]. The use of rectangles to
model core tests was described in [16], [17]. The testing
times for a core in the SOC can be represented using a set of
rectangles. A set Ri of rectangles for a Core i (1 � i � N ,
where N is the number of cores in the SOC) can be
constructed such that the height of each rectangle corre-
sponds to a different TAM width and the width of the
rectangle represents the core test application time for this
value of TAM width. The TAM optimization problem can
now be formulated in terms of rectangle packing as follows:
Select one rectangle Rij 2 Ri from each set Ri, 1 � i � N ,
and pack the selected rectangles into a bin of fixed height
such that no two rectangles overlap and the width to which
the bin is filled is minimized. The problem formulation and
heuristic solution in [17] are based on a single-speed TAM
architecture; therefore, they are not directly applicable to
the problem of optimizing dual-speed TAM architectures
being studied in this paper.

The availability of dual-speed ATEs was recently
exploited in [20], where a technique was presented to
match ATE channels with high data rates to core scan chain
frequencies using virtual TAMs. A virtual TAM is an on-
chip test data transport mechanism that does not directly
correspond to a particular ATE channel. Virtual TAMs
operate at scan-chain frequencies; however, they interface
with the higher-frequency ATE channels using bandwidth
matching. Moreover, since the virtual TAM width is not
limited by the ATE pin-count, a larger number of TAM
wires can be used on the SOC, thereby leading to lower
testing times. A drawback of virtual TAMs, however, is the
need for additional TAM wires on the SOC as well as
frequency division hardware for bandwidth matching.
Related recent work also requires additional hardware for
frequency matching [21]. In our approach, we reduce the
hardware overhead by using a smaller number of on-chip
TAM wires.

In this paper, we focus on the effective and efficient
design of dual-speed TAM architectures for modular testing
of SOCs. The major contributions of this paper are the
following:

. We provide a method to effectively use ATE
channels with high data rates to directly drive SOC
TAM wires without requiring frequency division
hardware.

. We describe a heuristic method, based on rectangle
packing with two bins, to arrive at a test solution

that exploits the port scalability in current-genera-
tion ATEs.

. We show that the use of more than two scan data
rates does not always result in a reduction of overall
test time.

. We provide a geometric lower bound on the test
time for dual-speed TAM architectures.

. We study the impact of dual speed testing on the
peak and average test power of the SOC.

. We study the impact of power constraints on the
overall test time of the SOC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we define the dual-speed TAM optimization problem and
formulate it as a generalized version of rectangle packing.
In Section 4, we present an efficient algorithm to optimize a
dual-speed TAM architecture and to derive a test schedule
that minimizes the testing time. In Section 5, we present the
experimental results for three ITC ’02 benchmark SOCs. In
Section 6, we examine the impact on test power for a
benchmark SOC for which power models are available. We
also investigate the impact of power constraints on the test
schedule. Finally, we present conclusions in Section 7.

2 DUAL-SPEED TAM OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we define the dual-speed TAM optimization
problem and formulate it in terms of rectangle packing.

Problem Pdual-speed. Given the test data parameters for the
embedded cores, total SOC-level TAM width W , a total
of V available high-speed ATE channels ðV < WÞ, and
the ratio f of the high-speed data transfer rate to the low-
speed data transfer rate, determine 1) the wrapper
design, TAM width, and test data rate for each core,
and the SOC test schedule such that a) the total number
of TAM wires utilized at any moment does not exceed
W , b) the number of TAM wires driven at the high data
rate does not exceed V , and c) the SOC testing time is
minimized.

The test set parameters for each core include the number
of primary inputs, primary outputs, bidirectional I/Os, test
patterns, scan chains, and scan chain lengths. The cores are
assumed to be hard cores, i.e., the number and length of
scan chains are fixed.

For a given TAM width and wrapper design for a
core, we assume that its testing time at the high data rate
is f times less than its testing time at the low data rate. In
other words, if it takes TihðwiÞ seconds to test Core i at
the high data rate with a TAM width wi, the time taken
to test it at the low data rate is TilðwiÞ seconds, where
TilðwiÞ ¼ f � TihðwiÞ. A core vendor can mandate an upper
limit on the scan test frequency for a core and, if this upper
limit is lower than the higher data rate, the core can only be
tested at the lower data rate. Otherwise, a core can be tested
using either the high-speed data channels or the low-speed
data channels. We assume that a core is not connected to the
ATE by both high-speed and low-speed data channels
during scan testing, i.e., it is not possible to assign both
high-speed and low-speed TAM wires to a core. While a
higher data rate for a given TAM width always leads to
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reduced testing time for a core, a higher data rate for a
subset of TAM wires can lead to a smaller TAM width that
is available for a core. The reduced TAM width for the core
can lead to an increase in its testing time, despite the faster
test data rate. As a result, an optimization procedure as
described in this paper is needed to either select appro-
priate values of f and V or determine an efficient TAM
architecture for given values of f and V .

Recall that the height of a rectangle for a core
represents the TAM width assigned to that core and the
width of the rectangle denotes the testing time of the core
for the corresponding value of the TAM width. The
Design Wrapper algorithm from [22] is used to design a
wrapper and determine the testing time for a core for
several possible TAM widths. These precalculated testing
times are subsequently used in the TAM optimization
procedure. Based on an extension to the heuristic approach
of [17], we formulate the dual-speed TAM optimization
problem as follows: Given a collection of two sets of
rectangles for each core, one representing the testing times
for the high data rate and the other representing the testing
times for the low data rate, and two bins of fixed heights
W � V and V , respectively, denoting the two data transfer
rates, select a rectangle for each core and pack it in the
appropriate bin such that no two rectangles overlap and the
maximum of the widths of the two bins is minimized.

Let m be the number of TAM widths of interest for
Core i. Let Rli ¼ fRli1; . . . ; Rlimg be the set of rectangles for
Core i for the low data rate and Rhi ¼ fRhi1; . . . ; Rhimg be
the set of rectangles for the high data rate. Let
Ri ¼ Rli [Rhi. Consider two bins of unbounded width
stacked on top each other; the height V of the top bin
represents the V high-speed TAM wires, and the height
W � V of the lower bin represents the low-speed TAM
wires. The optimization problem can now be formally
stated as follows:

Problem PGRP2. Given the collection of set of rectangles
R1; R2; . . . ; RN for an SOC with N cores, select one
rectangle R?

i from each set Ri, pack R?
i in the bin for high-

speed (low-speed) TAM wires if R?
i 2 Rhi ðR?

i 2 RliÞ
such that no two rectangles overlap and the maximum of
the widths of the two bins is minimized.

PGRP2 reduces to the problem PGRP described in [17] if
Rhi ¼ ;, 1 � i � N , and V ¼ 0. Since PGRP was shown to be
NP-hard in [17], we conclude that PGRP2 is also NP-hard.

In [22], the staircase nature of testing time variation with
TAM width for cores is exploited to reduce the TAM width
assigned to cores to the minimal value required to achieve a
specific testing time. The TAM width values for which the
testing time decreases are called the Pareto-optimal points
of the core and only rectangles corresponding to the Pareto-
optimal TAM width values are considered. In the TAM
optimization problem addressed here, each core has a set of
Pareto-optimal points for low-speed test application and the
same number of Pareto-optimal points for high-speed test
application.

The problem of dual-speed optimization can be extended
to more than two speeds. However, multiple speeds for a
given TAM width increases the number of bins, which in
turn results in the availability of smaller TAM width per
bin. This often results in some cores having reduced test
widths at higher data rates. Recall that, in most cores, the
relationship of the core’s test time to the core’s test width is
a staircase function. Thus, even if a higher shift frequency is
used for a core, its test time can increase if the TAM
architecture leads to a reduction in the bitwidth used to
access it.

We present an example in Fig. 1 to illustrate that having
more than two data rates is not always advantageous.
Consider an SOC with cores A, B, C, and D; Fig. 1a lists the
test times (in clock cycles) for these cores for different
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values of the bitwidth w used to access them. We consider
three different TAM architectures. For the sake of this
example, we assume that the cores are appropriately
wrapped for each value of w. As shown in Fig. 1b, the test
time is 965.25 �s when all tester channels run at the
common scan frequency of 20 MHz. In Fig. 1c, five of the
10 channels are configured to operate at twice ðf ¼ 2Þ the
scan data rate of the low-speed channels of 20 MHz. The
test time for this case reduces to 537.2 �s. In Fig. 1d, when
two out of the five high-speed channels are run at three
times ðf ¼ 3Þ the low-speed channels, the test time increases
to 540 �s. This is because the increase in scan frequency is
accompanied by a decrease in the bit width available for
testing the cores.

3 LOWER BOUND ON TEST TIME

In order to evaluate our heuristic, we determine a lower
bound on the testing time for a dual-speed architecture. In
our lower bound and in the test scheduling approach, we
do not allow the overlap of the scan-out operation for the
last test pattern of a core with the scan-in operation for the
first pattern of the next core on the same TAM wire. While
this is feasible for a fixed-width TestRail architecture, as in
[7], it is difficult to implement for a flexible-width Test Bus
architecture.

For a single-speed TAM architecture, the area of a bin, with
the width representing total testing time T and the height
representing total TAM width W , is given by T �W . Each
core yields a set of rectangles of different areas. The area of a
rectangle representing core i being tested at TAM width w is
given byRiðwÞ ¼ TiðwÞ � w, whereTiðwÞ is the testing time of
Core i on TAM width w. Let the area of the minimum-area
rectangle for Core i be Rmin

i , where Rmin
i ¼ minifRiðwÞg,

1 � w �W . A lower bound on the testing time of a core on a
TAM width w can be expressed as:

TiðwÞ ¼ dðmaxðtsi; triÞ � pi þminðtsi; triÞÞ=we þ pi;

where tsi is the number of test bits to be scanned into core i,
tri is the number of test bits to be scanned out of core i, and
pi is the number of test patterns to be applied to Core i.

Now, we know that the total area of the bin cannot
be less than the sum of the minimum-area rectangles of
all the cores in the SOC. Thus, for any bin,
T �W � Rmin

1 þRmin
2 þ . . .Rmin

i , which implies that T �PN
i¼1 R

min
i =W: In dual-speed TAM optimization using

rectangle packing, two bins are stacked on top of each
other. A core can only be assigned to one of the two bins.
Let xi1 ¼ 1 ðxi2 ¼ 1Þ if Core i is assigned to the upper
(lower) bin. Clearly, xi1 þ xi2 ¼ 1, 1 � i � N . In order to
determine a lower bound on the SOC testing time, we
define the following integer linear programming (ILP)
problem:

Objective: Minimize C subject to

1. C � Th;
2. C � Tl;
3. Th � ð

PN
i¼1 R

min
ih � xi1Þ=V ;

4. Tl � ð
PN

i¼1 R
min
il � xi2Þ=ðW � V Þ;

5. xi1 þ xi2 ¼ 1, 1 � i � N .

The above ILP model can be solved easily to determine
the lower bounds. It takes less than a second of CPU time
for the benchmark SOCs. Compared to the lower bound
based on the notion of a “bottleneck core” derived in [23],
the above lower bound is more accurate for smaller TAM
widths. However, for larger values of W , [23] provides a
tighter bound in many cases. Hence, we take the maximum
of the lower bound obtained from the ILP model and lower
bound from [23]. The lower bounds for various TAM
widths for several benchmark SOCs are presented in
Section 7.

4 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

In this section, we explain the heuristic procedure used to
solve the Pdual-speed problem, which was modeled as PGRP2

in Section 2. We extend the TAM optimizer procedure from
[17] to solve the rectangle packing problem concurrently
over two bins. In the TAM optimizer procedure, tests are
scheduled depending on certain preferred TAM widths.
When a core completes its test, the TAM wires being used
by it are freed and are available for assignment to other
cores. The goal is to assign a preferred TAM width to each
core as long as there are enough TAM lines available. We
describe the details of our heuristic method TAM Optdual in
the following paragraphs.

Data structure. The TAM width and the testing time of
each core are stored in a data structure, which contains
information about the start time, end time, preferred TAM
widths, and TAM width frequency assigned. The data
structure is presented in Fig. 2. This data structure is
updated as the SOC test schedule is developed.
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Preferred TAM widths. We first compute a collection of
Pareto-optimal rectangles for both the bins in Line 1 of
TAM Optdual (Fig. 3). Each core has a “preferred low-
frequency TAM width” and a “preferred high-frequency
TAM width.“ The preferred TAM widths are computed as a
small percentage of the maximum allowable TAM widths
Wmax and Vmax, respectively, in Procedure Initialize. The
pseudocode for Procedure Initialize is shown in Fig. 4. In
our algorithm, we choose Wmax ¼ 64 and Vmax ¼ 64. An
input parameter p determines the preferred TAM width for
each core. It is the TAM width at which a testing time of the
core reaches within p percent of its testing time at the
maximum allowable TAM width Wmax (Line 2 and Line 7 of
Initialize). This input parameter is varied from 1 to 10 and
the value that results in the best solution is chosen. To
account for the requirements of bottleneck cores, an input
difference parameter d is chosen. If the testing time can be
improved by adding a few TAM wires ð� dÞ to the core,
then the preferred TAM width is increased (Line 5 and
Line 10 of Initialize). In our procedure, we use the same

value of p to determine the preferred TAM width for both of

the bins.
Assigning preferred TAM widths to cores. In the case

when both the high-speed and low-speed TAM wires are

available (Line 5 of TAM Optdual), a core that has the
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode for procedure TAM OptdualðC;W; V ;D; pÞ.

Fig. 4. Pseudocode for procedure Initialize.



highest testing time and whose preferred TAM width is
less than the available TAM width is found for both the
high-speed and low-speed bins (Lines 7 to 10 of
TAM Optdual). Of the two assignments, the assignment
that yields a smaller end time is chosen. If only one type
of TAM wires (low-speed or high-speed) is available, the
core with the largest testing time and whose preferred
TAM width is less than or equal to the available TAM
width is chosen. On assigning a core to one of the two
bins, the data structure for the core is updated using
Procedure Update. The pseudocode for Procedure Update
is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 illustrates some of the variables
used in our procedures. Two pointers, namely, the
parameter this time and next time, are jointly maintained
for the two bins. The parameter this time is used to keep
track of the earliest time at which TAM lines are available in
either of the two bins and next time is the minimum width
to which either of the two bins are filled. These two pointers
are updated as the tests for the cores are scheduled.

Minimizing idle time. The minimization of idle time is
done in the same manner as in the TAM optimizer

procedure. If the available TAM widths are less than the
preferred TAM width of all the cores, there might be idle
spaces in the schedule since the next assignment can be
made only when more TAM lines have been freed. These
idle spaces may appear in both the high-speed and the low-
speed bin. These spaces are minimized, in Lines 13 to 17 of
TAM Optdual, by assigning the freed TAM lines to an
unscheduled core that will finish its test before more TAM
lines are freed and will use up most of the idle time.
However, the idle spaces in the two bins have to be
minimized independently since a core cannot be assigned
both high-speed and low-speed TAM wires.

Redistribution of lines to fill idle time. In Lines 18 to 26
of TAM Optdual, if there does not exist a core that can fill up
the idle time before the freeing up of more TAM lines, then
the idle TAM lines can be redistributed among the cores
that began their testing at the start of the idle time. The idle
TAM lines in the low-speed bin are redistributed to the
cores in that bin only and, similarly, idle lines in the high-
speed bin can be redistributed among cores in the high-
speed bin only.

In summary, the proposed heuristic procedure extends
the TAM optimizer from [17] by allowing more decisions to
be made due to the availability of two bins. The time
complexity of the procedure is found via experiments to be
similar to that of TAM optimizer. For all the benchmarks
that we considered, the CPU time was less than a minute.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results on test
scheduling and dual-speed TAM optimization for the three
largest SOCs (in terms of the number of cores) from the
ITC ’02 SOC Test Benchmarks [24]. We first study the
testing time reduction obtained with different sized high-
speed bins. The testing time is calculated in �s, the low-speed
TAM lines are assumed to be driven at 20 MHz, and the high-
speed TAM lines are assumed to be driven at 20f MHz for
different values of f . In Tables 1, 2, and 3, we present the
testing time and lower bounds for various values of TAM
widths W and a range of values for V , the number of TAM
wires driven by the high-speed ATE channels. We also
assume in this set of experiments that the high-speed data rate
is twice that of the low-speed data rate, i.e., f ¼ 2. The
percentage change in testing time �Tn (percent) is calculated
as follows: Tn�T0

Tn
� 100, where Tn represents the testing time

when n percent ðn ¼ V =W � 100Þ of the TAM width is made
up of high-speed channels, and T0 represents the base case
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Fig. 5. Pseudocode for procedure Update.

Fig. 6. Test scheduling using high-speed and low-speed bins.

TABLE 1
Testing Time Results for p22810 ðf ¼ 2Þ



when no high-speed channels are used. We varyW from 16 to

64 in steps of 8, and we also consider five different values ofn.
As expected, the reduction in the testing time is in many

cases proportional to the number of high-speed TAM wires.

In addition, the testing time is often close to the lower

bound derived in Section 2. Note, however, that, since an

increase in the number of high-speed TAM wires leads to a

reduction in the number of TAM wires available per core,

the decrease in testing time obtained with the dual-speed
TAM architecture is not always proportional to the fraction
of TAM lines that transport test data at the higher rate. A
dual-speed TAM optimization procedure helps the system
integrator determine the values of f and n for which the
testing time reduction is especially noteworthy. For exam-
ple, for p93791, the testing time for Core 5 with f ¼ 1 and
available TAM width of 23 bits is 11,398.9 �s. With f ¼ 2
but available TAM width of 10 bits (due to a smaller bin),
the testing time increases to 14,026.9 �s.

We make the unexpected observation that, for smaller
values of W and n, the testing time is sometimes higher for
the dual-speed TAM architecture. The smaller sizes of the
bins constrain the heuristic procedure to select small TAM
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TABLE 2
Testing Time Results for p34392 ðf ¼ 2Þ

TABLE 3
Testing Time Results for p93791 ðf ¼ 2Þ

Fig. 7. Effect of variation of frequency factor f on the testing time of SOC

p22810 ðn ¼ 50%Þ.



widths for the cores; this leads to higher testing time for the

SOC. The reduction in the testing time due to the higher

data rate is not sufficient to outweigh the increase in testing

time due to smaller TAM widths for the cores.
The results for SOC p34392 in Table 2 are especially

interesting. This SOC is known to have a bottleneck core,

due to which the testing time levels off at 27,228.95 �s for

W � 32 using a single speed TAM architecture [17]. The

dual-speed architecture allows us to overcome this “lower

bound.” For n ¼ 25%, the testing time drops below

27,228.95 �s at W ¼ 29 and levels off at 14,703.20 �s at

W ¼ 56. For n ¼ 50%, the testing time levels off at

13,614.47 �s, (a 50 percent reduction compared to

27,228.95 �s) at W ¼ 56.
Next, we study the effect of varying f while keeping n

constant. In Figs. 7, 8, and 9, we vary the frequency factor f

from 2 to 5 for p22810, p34392, and p93791, keeping n fixed
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Fig. 8. Effect of variation of frequency factor f on the testing time of SOC

p34392 ðn ¼ 50%Þ.

Fig. 9. Effect of variation of frequency factor f on the testing time of SOC

p93791 ðn ¼ 50%Þ.

Fig. 10. Illustration of the reduction in the required TAM width due to the

availability of high-speed TAM wires for SOC p22810.

Fig. 11. Illustration of the reduction in the required TAM width due to the

availability of high-speed TAM wires for SOC p34292.

Fig. 12. Illustration of the reduction in the required TAM width due to the

availability of high-speed TAM wires for SOC p93791.



at 50 percent. It can be seen that the testing times for the

higher speed ratios ðf ¼ 4; 5Þ for some TAM widths are

close to each other. This is because, while the testing time

for the high-speed bin tends to decrease with an increase in

the speed ratio, the testing time for the low-speed bin tends

to remain the same. In such situations, the lower-speed bin

dominates the overall testing time.

An advantage of the dual-speed TAM architecture is that,

compared to a single-speed TAM architecture, a desired

testing time for the SOC can be achieved with a smaller

number of TAM wires. Let W ðW 0Þ be the SOC-level TAM

width for the single-speed (dual-speed) TAM architecture
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TABLE 4
Comparison between Virtual TAMs and the Proposed Dual-Speed TAM Architecture: (a) n ¼ 50% and (b) n ¼ 25%

TABLE 5
Peak and Average Power Data for ISCAS-85 Cores

in d695 [28], [27]

Fig. 13. Testing time results for d695 ðf ¼ 2Þ.



that is required to achieve a desired testing time T .

Figs. 10, 11, and 12 show the ratio W?=W versus T for

p22810, p34392, and p93791, respectively, for two values of

n and for f ¼ 2. For n ¼ 25%, the ratio W?=W is sometimes

larger than one, which implies that no benefit is obtained

with the dual-speed architecture for these cases.

Finally, in Table 4, we compare the testing time obtained
with the dual-speed architecture to that obtained with the
virtual TAM architecture described in [20] for n ¼ 50%,
n ¼ 25%, and f ¼ 4. We find that, for a given number of
ATE channels, the dual-speed TAM architecture tends to
outperform the virtual-TAM architecture for p22810 and
p34392. The improvement in the virtual-TAM architecture
is more pronounced for larger values of W . Note that, for
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Fig. 14. Peak power consumption using n percent of high-frequency

lines in d695 ðf ¼ 2Þ.

Fig. 15. Average power consumption using n percent of high-frequency

lines in d695 ðf ¼ 2Þ.

TABLE 6
Testing Time in �s, with Power Limits of 2,500 PSF and 3,000 PSF for n ¼ 0%, n ¼ 25%, and n ¼ 50%



p34392, the testing time is determined by the bottleneck
core for the virtual-TAM architecture and it levels off at
27,228.95 �s. However, the use of a higher data rate for a
subset of TAM widths allows us to reduce the testing time
further without resorting to additional on-chip interconnect
for the virtual TAM.

6 IMPACT OF DUAL-SPEED TAMs ON TEST POWER

Excessive power dissipation in an SOC during scan testing
can cause overheating, which might lead to irreversible
damage to the chip [25]. Therefore, along with efficient
TAM design to minimize the testing time of the SOC, it is
also important to investigate the effect of the TAM design
on power consumption during scan testing. In this section,
we study the impact of dual-speed TAM architecture on
overall SOC test power. Conversely, we study the impact of
power constraints on the overall SOC test time.

The use of high-frequency TAM lines leads to a
reduction in the testing time of the SOC; however, it also
causes an increase in power consumption during scan
testing because power is directly proportional to the scan
frequency [26]. In this section, we study the impact of using
high-frequency TAM lines on test power for one of the
ITC ’02 benchmark circuits. Since power estimation models
for the ISCAS benchmark circuits have been published in
the literature, we utilize one of the SOC benchmarks that
consists of ISCAS circuits.

In [27], the peak power consumption for the ISCAS-85
benchmark circuits is estimated based on the maximum
switching activity. Since the ISCAS-85 circuits form the
cores in SOC d695, we use the power data reported in [27]
for estimating the test power for d695. These power
estimates have also been used in [16] to evaluate power-
constrained TAM optimization. Although the power esti-
mates in [27] are for functional patterns, we use these values
for scan test power as in [16] due to the lack of any
additional power data for these circuits. In [28], a Monte
Carlo approach is used to estimate the average power
consumption for the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits; we use
these power estimates to study the average power con-
sumption in d695 when high frequency TAMs lines are
used. The power of a core scheduled in the high-frequency
bin is calculated as the frequency factor f times its power
for the low-frequency bin. The peak power is measured as
peak switching frequency (PSF) per node [16], [27] and the
average power is measured in mW [28]. Table 5 shows the
peak power and average power data for every core in d695.
To remove any bias in the selection of the power values, we
also carry out simulations using unit power values for the
cores in d695. In these experiments, each embedded cores in
d695 is assigned a peak power value of one unit.

The instantaneous peak power PpeakðtÞ of an SOC is
given by the sum of the peak powers of the cores being
tested at time instant t. The SOC testing time is measured in
test clock cycles. Let yik be a binary variable that takes the
value 1 if core i is being tested at test cycle t ¼ k, 0 � k � T ,
where T is the total number of test cycles taken for the SOC;
else yik ¼ 0. Thus, if the peak power of core i is given by Pi
and there are N cores in an SOC, the instantaneous peak
power of the SOC is given by:

PpeakðtÞ ¼
XN

i

Pi:yit:

The overall peak power Ppeak of the SOC is the maximum

of the instantaneous peak power over all time instants

during the testing of the SOC. This implies that:

Ppeak ¼ max
t
PpeakðtÞ; 0 � t � T:

If it takes Ti clock cycles to test core i and it takes T clock

cycles to test the SOC, the average power consumption of

the SOC is calculated as:

Pavg ¼
PN

i Pi � Ti
T

:

In Figs. 13, 14, and 15, we study the trade-off between

test time reduction and the increase in SOC test power

consumption due to the use of high-frequency TAM lines.

Fig. 13 shows the testing time results in clock cycles for

d695, for TAM widths varying from W ¼ 16 to W ¼ 64 in

steps of 8. We consider three values for the percentage of

high-frequency lines, namely, n ¼ 0%, n ¼ 25%, and

n ¼ 50%. We also assume that all high-frequency lines

operate at a frequency factor of f ¼ 2.
For W � 24, the testing time decreases with an increase

in the number of high-frequency lines. However, for

W ¼ 16, the testing time for n ¼ 25% is more than the

testing time for n ¼ 0%, because, in this case, the TAM
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Fig. 16. (a) Test schedule for d695 with no constrain on power limit.

(b) Test schedule for d695 with a peak power limit of 2,000 PSF.



width is very small and, when it is split into two bins, the
packing of rectangles into the bins becomes more con-
strained. From Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, we find that the peak and
average power consumption increase with an increase in
the number of high-frequency lines for most values of the
TAM widths W . There are some notable exceptions
however; for several cases, the peak and average power
consumption reduces with an increase in n owing to the
nature of the test schedule. For example, for W ¼ 16 and
n ¼ 25%, a lower value for the test time is accompanied by a
drop in the average power consumption; a similar trend is
seen for W ¼ 48, for n ¼ 25% and n ¼ 50%. This is because
the reduction in the availabity of the TAM width in the two
bins resulted in reduced test parallelism. Since the overall
TAM width is divided equally in the two bins, the TAM
width in the low-speed bin is reduced and the TAM width
in the high-speed bin is increased compared to the case of
n ¼ 25%. In this particular case, the reduction in TAM
width in the low-speed bin results in a reduction in test
parallelism that offsets the increase in power due to higher
power consumption in the high-speed bin.

Next, we extend the test scheduling algorithm based on
two bins such that the peak power of the SOC is not
exceeded at any time during test application. The extension
is straightforward, based on a check on power constraints
during rectangle insertion in the bin; thus, details are
omitted here. We present results for power-constrained test
scheduling for d695 in Table 6. The results are presented for

power limits of 2,500 PSF and 3,000 PSF for n ¼ 25% and
n ¼ 50%. Core c7552 has the maximum peak power of
1,144 PSF. In Table 6, we compare the test time (TP1 and TP2

for power limits of 2,500 PSF and 3,000 PSF, respectively) of
the power-constrained test schedule for different values of
W to that of unconstrained test schedule ðTP0Þ. It is
important to note that, in the case of power-constrained
test scheduling, we do not attempt to optimize the test
schedule for test power. The goal here is minimize the test
time under power limits.

From Table 6, we see that the test time for most cases
increases compared to the case of unconstrained test
scheduling. With a limit on the peak power of the SOC, the
test schedules have reduced parallelism and more idle time.
Fig. 16 shows the difference in the test schedule for the case of
unconstrained test scheduling and constrained test schedul-
ing for a power limit of 2,000 PSF. A small perturbation (the
positions of Core 3 and Core 4) is introduced in the test
schedule due to power constraints. It is also interesting to note
that, for smaller TAM widths ðW < 32Þ, the test times for the
constrained test schedule and unconstrained test schedule
are the same. This is because smaller TAM widths inherently
impose reduced test parallelism resulting in lower test power
in the test schedule.

In Table 6, we also note several nonintuitive results. For
unconstrained test scheduling, the test time ðTP0Þ increases
for n ¼ 25% compared to n ¼ 0% for lower TAM width
values of W ¼ 16 and W ¼ 24. This is due to the reduction
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TABLE 7
Testing Time in �s, with Power Limits of Four Units and Five Units for n ¼ 0%, n ¼ 25%, and n ¼ 50%



in the availability of total bit width for a given core. It is also
interesting to note that, for the constrained test schedules,
similar trends are seen even for the higher TAM width
values ðW > 32Þ between n ¼ 25% and n ¼ 50%. This is
because it is not possible to exploit the availability of the
total TAM width in the high-speed bins due to the need for
reduced parallelism. Thus, the increased idle time in the
high-speed bin and the reduction in the bit width of the
lower-speed bin results in an increase in the overall SOC
test time.

In Table 7, we present test time results for d695,
assuming that each core has a peak power of one unit.
We use power limits of four units and five units. We see
similar trends in test time variation as seen in Table 6.

From these results, we conclude that, for smaller TAM
widths, power constraints do not impact the overall test
time of the SOC significantly. For greater TAM widths, it
can be advantageous to have a smaller high-speed bin since
test parallelism is more limited in the high-speed bin
compared to the low-speed bin due to additional power
consumption at higher speeds.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new technique for dual-
speed test scheduling and TAM optimization for SOCs. The
proposed approach, which is based on a generalized
rectangle packing algorithm, reduces testing time and helps
reduce the overall test cost. We have derived a lower bound
on the test time using a geometric argument. Experimental
results have been presented for several ITC ’02 SOC test
benchmarks and these results have been compared with the
corresponding lower bounds. The testing times obtained
using the heuristic rectangle packing method are often close
to the lower bounds. These results highlight the improve-
ments that can be obtained using a dual-speed TAM
architecture. They also show that the dual-speed architec-
ture should be used judiciously because, in many cases, the
advantage of the higher speed TAM is offset by the reduced
bitwidth of TAM partitions. Finally, we have examined the
impact of using high-frequency TAM lines on the test
power. While the test power tends to increase with an
increase in the proportion of high-frequency TAM lines,
thereby giving rise to interesting trade-off issues, efficient
test scheduling can, in some cases, reduce the test power as
well as the test time. Conversely, we have also investigated
the impact of power constraints on overall SOC test time.
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